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     What better way to enjoy time with Emily again than by resuming their habit of 

wandering west to meet only earth and sky. Their dogs, like themselves, with contrasting 

physiques and personalities, were intrinsically similar, especially in their need to frequently 

escape the stuffiness and limited amusement of being indoors. 

     “Flossy, come back,” Anne tried to command the impulsive spaniel off once more to 

chase sheep. 

     Emily had no trouble getting Keeper to lie down with a firm annunciation of his name 

while she pointed to the ground, although his whimpering implied he was still thinking 

about following Flossy’s example. 

     “Flossy. Bad boy, bad boy.” 

     “If you control your little Robinsons like you do that sassy mutt, I fear they won’t live 

long.” 

     As if it heard Emily’s prediction, a large ewe turned on Flossy, which brought the dog 

running back up the steep slope to his forgiving mistress. 

     On second thought, Anne tried to be tougher with a disciplinary tap on Flossy’s nose, 

then embraced him again. “Good boy.” 

     “Methinks he’s exactly what you always wanted … to be.” Emily was walking again, her 

direction declaring her destination. 

     Their ascent to Top Withens would be delayed an hour or more, if Emily’s mood was 

more for reclining and swirling her hand in the water to stir up tadpoles. 

     When Ellen Nussey was with them, from crossing the slabbed bridge over Sladen Beck 

to climbing a rugged bank, navigating greasy stones and not minding a little dampening, 

there was always an echo of “watch your step”. With just Anne and the dogs following her 

lead, Emily didn’t have anything to say until they were at the best seat in view of the 

waterfall. 

     “No, you take it, Annie. I relinquish my throne to you.” 

     “Any of the other stones would do for me.” 
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     “I insist on taking care of you.” 

     Anne didn’t mind Emily acting more like an older brother than Branwell ever did, or 

even a gallant lover, reminiscent of childish acting-out. In truth, she depended on it. In that 

small oasis of time, standing still where they were hidden from the world, their faithful 

companions conspiring to find something to occupy themselves, there was so much to enjoy 

and be grateful for. The sky was open in sight of heaven, high ground around and beyond 

them, the sun warming and a breeze cooling, the sound of water calming, and faintly 

fragrant moss glistening on the rocks with tiny white stars appearing between some of 

them. 

     Yet, more as if she was on a stormy ocean than in a quiet cove, panic overwhelmed Anne 

until she could hardly breathe. 

     Emily lightly rubbed Anne’s back and twisted up a strand of her hair loosened from its 

simple arrangement. 

     Anne cleared her throat, choking, Flossy pawing at her knees, Keeper barking. 

     “Go ahead and spit.” Emily helped her sister lean over to do so. “Other than me, there’s 

only the dogs, flies, tadpoles and, perhaps, God to witness it.” 

     Anne laughed and spoke hoarsely, “What would I do without you?” 

     “Better than I have done without you.” 
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